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WHAT’S AN INVENTION? 

An invention is a useful creation that didn’t exist before. Invention is a process of turning ideas into 

devices or systems.  Here are some characteristics of inventions: 

• An invention usually fills a need or solves a problem.  

• Inventions often make the world a better place.  

• Inventions can be things (e.g., a cell phone or backpack) as well as ideas (e.g., a new method for tying a 

knot, or a story).  

• An invention often makes something better (e.g., faster, stronger, cheaper, easier, safer or more 

efficient, attractive, useful, accurate, fun, or productive). But as long as it’s a new way to do something, 

it’s still an invention even if it isn’t necessarily better than what existed before. 

CAN I BE AN INVENTOR?  

Yes! People from every corner of the world, of different 

ages, with different levels of education invent by identifying 

problems, pursuing ideas, and developing new solutions. 

The key to inventing is identifying a need and devising an 

original solution. Inventors have natural curiosity. They want 

to know how things work and how they can make things 

work better. 

Maybe a better question is, “Is there anyone who isn’t an 

inventor?” Everyone has the capacity for invention. We all 

solve problems through inventive thinking, whether it’s 

figuring out a way to prop open a window, stay dry in a 

rainstorm, or build a playhouse from scrap materials. Creative problem solving, improvisation, flexibility, 

and tinkering drive the inventive spirit.  

 

WHY INVENT?  

Inventing is a process. It starts with a need and ends up with something new—the actual invention. Or 

some say it starts with an idea and ends with a product or a process. 

• To solve problems: Inventors are skilled at spotting ways to improve a situation or process. We 

develop solutions to problems by applying the engineering design process.  
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• To improve our world: Imagine how different our lives would be without inventions, such as computers, 

refrigerators, electricity, plastic, and medicine. Inventions improve things at home, at school, in the 

community, and in the world. 

 • To enjoy the creative process: Invention involves both thinking and doing. Inventors become involved 

in the process of thinking about a problem and then doing something about it. Because they create their 

own solutions, they get excited about the process of inventing. 

 

INVENTORS AND ENGINEERS ARE 

SIMILAR IN MANY WAYS 

 

Engineering is a process for developing solutions to problems. Inventing is a process for creating things 

that didn’t exist before. Inventors sometimes use engineering to create new solutions, but, many do not. 

Both inventors and engineers look for ways to improve things in areas like health, food, safety, 

transportation, aerospace, electronics, communication, and the environment. And when the improvement 

is something new, it’s an invention.  

There are many exciting challenges inventors and engineers take on to help improve people’s lives.  

Invention and engineering are central to our daily lives. Here are some examples: 

• Create more fuel-efficient cars  

• Design a lighter bike frame  

• Invent a more powerful superglue  

• Create satellites that detect droughts around the world  

• Develop state-of-the-art cell phones  

• Invent artificial retinas for people who are blind  

• Develop a feather-light laptop  

• Design clothing that repels mosquitoes  

• Create a wheelchair that can go up stairs 
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WHAT IS IT LIKE TO INVENT? 

 

 

The process of invention involves:  

• Identifying a problem and/or realizing that something can be improved.  

• Talking to people who might use the invention.  

• Brainstorming creative solutions to a problem, which often involves making imaginative connections 

between seemingly unrelated things.  

• Devising and testing solutions (i.e., experimenting).  

• Applying science and engineering concepts.  

• Using tools, materials, and techniques to make workable solutions.  

• Trying again when things don’t work out. Not giving up. 

• Seeing a project through by being motivated, persistent, and dedicated. 

• Seeing happy people use your invention, and being proud of the difference you made in their lives. 
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THE ENGINEERING DESIGN PROCESS 

Inventors’ and engineers’ initial ideas rarely solve a problem. Instead, they try different ideas, learn from 

mistakes, and try again. The series of steps they use to arrive at a solution is called the design process. 

There are multiple ways to successfully tackle a challenge. One solution can be just as good as another. 

The engineering design process is a specific set of steps that engineers use to organize their ideas and 

refine potential solutions to engineering challenges.  Challenges are not competitions. Instead, they’re 

opportunities to unleash an individual’s ingenuity and creativity. Problems are opportunities for learning 

and for using creative thinking.   

Note: There are several different models of this process, and some have more steps while others have 

fewer, but they essentially cover the same steps. Every engineer and inventor is different. Most may 

generally follow these steps, but some will do several steps together, while others will skip a step and 

come back to it later. 
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1. Ask: Identify the Need and Constraints  

 

We start out with a big idea.  We identify the need for our engineering project. Instead of asking "what do 

we want to design?" we ask "why do we want to design this?" and "what problem and or need will our 

design ultimately be solving?" and “how is it better than what exists?” 

Then we identify who our idea is helping. We ask questions like “who needs this and how will it help 

them?”  “Who will benefit from using this?” Is the target population ultimately one individual, a group of 

individuals, a specific community, or a larger, identifiable population? 

Next we identify our project's requirements and constraints. A requirement is a need or a necessity; it's 

what a particular product or service should do. We brainstorm the things that it has to have to be 

successful and make a list.  

A constraint is a restriction on the degree of freedom you have in providing a solution to a need or 

problem.  Constraints often fall into the categories of time, materials, tools, talents or skills, and resources 

such as money (both money for creating our project and the amount of money our user will spend to 

purchase the product).   

We then create a design description which contains all of these things. Here is one model:  

We the ___  Team made up of  _____ (team members) are going to invent ___  (name and 

description of product). 

This product will help ___ (target audience or population) solve these need(s) or problem(s):  

____.  

The final product will be within the price range of ___ and do the following things: ___ 

(requirements or project deliverables).  

Design criteria include ____ (Criteria for a product often are things such as its weight, size, 

safety, ease of use, appearance, cost to produce, time to produce, technology used, etc.) 

Some of the constraints on the project are: 

 It needs to be done by ___ (date).  

 We have this time available to work on it: ___.  

 We have these materials: ___.   

 We have these available tools and space to work: ____.   

 We have these talents and skills in our team: ____.    

 We can spend ___ (amount) on our project.   

 Other resources available: ____  

The design description is often the first entry in an engineering notebook.  It sets out the purpose of the 

notebook and defines who the contributing authors are.  
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Engineering Design Notebook 

 

The final report documents your design, but your 

Engineering Notebook tells how you got there. Your 

notebook is a record of everything you have done in 

developing your design. Use it as a diary to record how you 

spent your hours on the project.  

Your design notebook should include information about the 

process, with dates and times, such as:  

 Contact Information 

 Table of Contents 

 Design Description 

 Ideas and discussions among the group. 

 Periodically include an assessment of the current state of your project. A well-defined statement 

or diagram can significantly improve the documentation of the design process. 

 Research information gathered (with source) 

 Calculations (with title or description of what is being calculated).  

 Design challenge questions 

 Brainstorming notes and sketches. 

 Matrixes and tables used to analyze information. 

 Information gathering phone calls. Record the date, the name of the person you spoke to, his or 

her title and company and the telephone number, along with information gathered.  

 Reference materials from the library or the Internet.  (For library information, record title, author 

and call number in case you need to retrieve it again. For Internet, record website and enough 

information so it can be located again.). 

 Parts lists. Model numbers of all parts that you could use in your design  

 Cost estimations.  

 Drawings and sketches. 

 Prototype building notes. 

 Design problems being worked on (with both issues encountered and solutions). 

 Mechanical notes and solutions to mechanical design challenges 

 Programming notes and solutions to programming challenges 

 Electronics and control system notes and solutions to challenges 

 Trial and error – what worked and what didn’t.  

 Beta test – what worked and what didn’t. 

 Potential customer comments and feedback 

 Manufacturing notes. 

 Assembly steps. 
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Guidelines for an Engineering Notebook: 

 

(1) The inside cover and first page should include names, phone number, email, and contact 

information in case the book is lost it can be returned.  

(2) Create a table of contents in the beginning, and leave a few pages for it. Update it as you add 

important sections to the book (these generally follow the engineering design process). 

(3) The Design Description should include enough detail to state the purpose of the design, the need, 

the requirements, criteria, and constraints. Notes can also be included on how you came up with 

the idea – what sparked it.  

(4) Don’t leave blank pages after the Design Description. Use the next page, write on both front and 

backs of pages.  

(5) Put a page number and date on every page. This documents the chronological order of the 

process.  

(6) Add titles to items – especially things that may be added to the table of contents. 

(7) Don’t erase entries.  If you later find something to be inaccurate, draw one diagonal line through 

it. Don’t be embarrassed by mistakes. It is a vital part of the process of finding what works. 

(8) Use a pen instead of a pencil (except for sketches). This helps prevent erasures. 

(9) If multiple people are contributing, they can add initials to their contributions. 

(10) If printed items are being added, use tape to attach it to a page and fold them if necessary so 

they fit inside the book neatly. 

(11) Keep the book with you at all times, so it is handy when you come up with a new idea.  

(12) Periodically include an assessment of the current state of your project. A well-defined statement 

or diagram can significantly improve the documentation of the design process. 

(13) Keep your notebook neat. Do not use it as a coaster or to set your pizza on. Don’t smudge the 

writing. Assume that a Boss will be looking at it in a future job interview.  

(14) Remember that what you include in your notebook is not just for you, but for others as well.  
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2. Research the Problem 

 

Next we conduct research to develop a thorough knowledge base of the information related to our design 

to determine if a similar product already exists. We collect information about similar products, but keep in 

mind how our design is different.  We do this by conducting a variety of information searches and 

compiling all the information together so that we can locate it and use it. A notebook works great for this 

process.  

We also want to know if any regulatory and standards issues (such as intellectual property issues, safety 

or environmental issues) exist that must be considered in the design of the product. Engineers will often 

do a patent search on the core ideas to make sure they are not infringing on someone else’s invention.  

But we don’t need to do that for our project.  

One part of the design process is to consider how the user will make use of the product.  User interviews 

can give us valuable insight into a product design. We have already identified our target population, and, 

when possible, interviewing members of that population about our product can be extremely helpful. 

Since the customer ultimately determines whether a product is a success or failure, it is important to 

communicate often with the user during the design process. 

After conducting research, we go back to our design description and make any necessary modifications.  

For example, if we found that there are health and safety regulations to be met, we could add those into 

our list of requirements. If we found the exact product already exists, we look at our ideas again and see if 

we have a different twist on it or we could start over and go to a different idea.  

At the end of this process we develop a list of design challenge questions. These are the 

problems that we must solve to design our product so that it meets the requirements and fits 

within the constraints.  We write these design challenge questions into our Engineering Design 

Notebook.   

3. Imagine: Develop Possible Solutions 

 

Now we move into defining possible solutions for how we will create our project, or how the design will 

work.  We start with listing our design challenge questions on a board or shared document so that 

everyone in our team can see them.  We tackle only one question at a time.  

Engineers often use a technique called "brainstorming." Brainstorming is a team creativity activity that 

helps you generate a large number of potential solutions to a problem or challenge. It can be helpful when 

you need to break out of the same pattern of thinking and develop a new way of looking at something.  

With brainstorming, we first want to come up with as many ideas as we can. We want to keep open minds 

and encourage all ideas — even if they don't seem realistic. We want to withhold criticism of our ideas 

and those from our team members. Also, when we brainstorm, we are striving for quantity of ideas, not 

quality. Just whatever comes into our brain we throw it out there. Don't worry about saying something that 
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seems silly or unrealistic. Silly ideas can lead to excellent creative design solutions!  But we do want to 

stay focused on the topic at hand.  

We want to record all of our ideas.  We can use a mind map process and not worry about sentences or 

grammar. After we are done with the brainstorming, we can use the mind map tools to try to connect like 

thoughts together. These are compiled into a list of possible ideas and solutions for the design question. 

After the brainstorm session, we create a list of possible ideas and solutions for each design 

question and write them into our Engineering Design Notebook. Some of these ideas may also 

have sketches.  If those were done on other paper, we cut and paste them into the notebook. 

4. Plan: Select a Promising Solution 

 

Next we start the process of analysis. We look at all the information we have gathered, and our 

brainstorming ideas and we start to organize them and make some decisions for a promising solution to 

our design problems.  Analysis is the essence of being an engineer; it is what distinguishes an engineer 

from a technician. Engineering analysis helps us make decisions and guide the design process. Basically, 

analysis is the breaking down of an object, system or problem, into its fundamental parts to understand 

their relationships to each other and to outside elements. 

One tool used by inventors and engineers to make decisions in a group process is a matrix. A matrix is a 

table with lists and numeric ranking used in the analysis of problems. Some matrixes are created in 

tables, and some are created in spreadsheets so the math can be automated. We can use two matrixes 

to help the group make decisions about the criteria for our design and to choose among various design 

concepts that resulted from the brainstorm sessions. These are an “interaction matrix” and a “decision 

matrix” (see figures below). 

Interaction Matrix 

 An "interaction matrix" (see figure) provide criteria for a design (attributes we think are important) and 

then ranks each of the design alternatives according to these criteria (giving each a numeric assignment 

of importance).  It lists the primary criteria across the top and down the side.  Criteria for a product often 

are things such as weight, size, safety, ease of use, appearance, cost to produce, time to produce, etc.  
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We use the interaction matrix to compare one criteria to another and rank the importance of them.  

Everyone in the group votes on whether one is more important than the other. For example, let’s say we 

have 6 people in the team.  When appearance is compared to weight, if 4 people thought appearance 

was more important, we would record a 4 in the cell, and write a 2 in the off-diagonal cell—the one that 

ranks weight against appearance.  We don’t worry about totals and normalization during the process; that 

is handled at the end of the process.  

After all items have been compared, we add the numbers across the rows to get a row total, and then add 

all the row totals to get a column total at the bottom. (The sum tool in a spreadsheet is very handy for 

this). To normalize the priority values, divide each row total by the column total and write this number in 

the corresponding normalized value cell (a formula can be written in the spreadsheet cell to do this).  To 

normalize means to calculate each value as a proportion of a total that equals 1.  

Then we sort by the normalized column to order the normalized values from largest to smallest. This puts 

the most important criteria at the top of the list, and provides a ranking for how the team feels about all 

the criteria.  

Decision Matrix 

Now we use the Decision Matrix (see figure).  We write each criterion and its corresponding normalized 

criteria value in the decision matrix, in the sorted order with most important at top.  We write the top five 

design concepts from our brainstorm session across the top.  
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Next we rank each alternative design concept according to how well the group feels that concept could 

satisfy each of the design criteria identified. We use a consistent scale (for example 0 – 5). A ranking of 0 

means that the team feels the design concepts does not meet the criterion at all. A 5 means that the team 

feels the design concepts meets the criterion perfectly.  We write these ranked values in the gray cells 

below each design alternative. 

After that is done we multiply each ranked value by the normalized criterion value and write this number 

to the right of the ranked value for each design alternative.  

Then we sum these multiplied values and write them in the corresponding total cell at the bottom (once 

again the sum tool in the spreadsheet works great for this).  The design alternative with the highest value 

(as shown in the totals row) is the alternative that best meets the selected criteria. Design alternatives 

with significantly lower values can be discarded. The design alternative with the highest score may be 

selected, or you can select the alternative that received the highest score for the majority of the 

categories.  

 

5. Create: Build a Prototype 

 

The next step in the process is to create a working prototype.  Something that looks and sounds good on 

paper can be very difficult to build. To help engineering teams assess the "buildability" of their project 

concept, they often create prototypes.  A prototype is a working model of a product that is used for testing 

before it is manufactured. Prototypes help designers learn about the manufacturing process of a product, 
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how people will use the product, how the product will operate and be controlled, and how the product 

could fail or break.  

A prototype is not the same thing as a model. A model is used to demonstrate or explain how a product 

will look or function. Models may be built to scale or it may be a much smaller size, such as 1/10th the size 

or ¼ the size of the real product. A prototype is used to test different working aspects of a product before 

the design is finalized. In an electronic device with controls, the prototype may test out how the electronic 

parts work and how they interact with programs to produce the desired user interface or function.   

Drawings are often a part of creating a prototype. Some engineers begin the prototype process with a 

rough sketch while others create a complete set of measured drawings. It all depends on the complexity 

of the machine or device being built and whether or not parts have to be made by a machine shop or 

others outside the team. Often simple materials such as cardboard, foam core board, recycled 

components, and plastics are used in prototypes so they do not have to be built by a machine shop. 

Prototypes can also be modeled with 3D Computer Aided Design tools.  Then some parts (or the entire 

prototype) can be created with 3D printers.  

If the prototype does not meet the team's design requirements, then the design team may complete an 

"iteration." An iteration is another version of the final product or solution. This is when engineers try again 

and re-design, re-build and re-test and create another prototype. Engineers often iterate many times 

before determining the final solution to a problem. Once a successful prototype has been developed, the 

engineering team can use it as a mock-up for full-scale manufacturing.  

By building a prototype, your team should be able to determine if your chosen design solution is feasible 

and which aspects of your design needs special materials or further refinement. You can also ask other 

people to test your prototype to help you identify any problems a user might encounter. You may even 

have time to complete a few iterations, or modifications, to your prototype. 

6. Test and Evaluate Prototype and Build 

Product 

 

The next step in the engineering process is to test and evaluate the prototype, and then build the final 

product.  Creating a final product is the culmination of the engineering design process. And, that's where 

manufacturing comes in. Basically, manufacturing is the use of machines, tools and labor to make things 

for use or sale. Manufacturing is most commonly applied to industrial production, in which raw materials 

are transformed into finished goods on a large scale. Generally, it is more economical (per piece) to 

manufacture goods on a large scale because you can produce a lot at one time. For example, electronic 

parts are often manufactured in batches of tens of thousands and millions are produced each year. 

Although you will be making a final product, you won't be doing so on a large industrial scale. Instead, to 

create your final creation, you may work with more advanced materials than what you used to make your 

prototype. Possible materials are plywood, plastic or metal boxes, sheet plastic, metals, epoxies and 

adhesives, as well as screws and other fasteners, and machining tools. You may also be using paint and 

other finishing materials. 
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Once you have identified the successful attributes of your final prototype and thought through how you 

might incorporate these attributes into your final product, you create an engineering drawing. An 

engineering drawing fully defines all geometric features of a design in enough detail and clarity that 

another person could build that component or product. It includes dimensions (measurements) so that the 

items can be made accurately. The process of creating an engineering drawing helps you transform the 

final product concept in your mind to something tangible on paper that others (like the other groups in our 

class) can refer to and discuss. It also helps you visualize the smaller details of your product so you can 

select the most appropriate materials and building processes. 

The engineered drawings are used to build the final product.  Although the final product may resemble 

your prototype, you want to focus more on craftsmanship and aesthetics—making your final product look 

good! When you created your prototype, you were more concerned with functionality and testing different 

design alternatives. Now that you have worked out the kinks in your design, you can devote your attention 

to manufacturing a functional and polished final product. This is the product that you will share with 

others. 

7. Improve: Redesign as Needed 

 

After the final product has been created, a few of them are manufactured and they are put to the test. 

This is often called a Beta Test. The population it was built for now try it out and decide if it works for 

them.  For consumer items, many companies will use a marketing team to bring in potential customers 

and have them try the product and give honest feedback.  Changes can be made at this point to improve 

the product and redesign as needed prior to going into mass production for sale to consumers.   

Many products have a continuous improvement process - an ongoing effort to improve products. These 

efforts can seek "incremental" improvement over time or "breakthrough" improvement all at once. New 

versions of the product come out each year, or every 18 months or 2 years. Cell phones, computers, 

tablets, appliances, and automobiles are examples. Customer suggestions and complaints are 

accumulated, engineers review new materials and processes that are available, and designers review 

colors, materials, shapes, and new designs that are becoming popular.  All of these ideas are 

accumulated and this starts the design process all over again.  

 

Resources: 

Creative Engineering Design 

https://www.teachengineering.org/curricularunits/view/cub_creative_curricularunit 

PBS Kids Invent It Build It 

http://www-tc.pbskids.org/designsquad/pdf/parentseducators/DS_Invent_Guide_Full.pdf 

 

 

https://www.teachengineering.org/curricularunits/view/cub_creative_curricularunit
http://www-tc.pbskids.org/designsquad/pdf/parentseducators/DS_Invent_Guide_Full.pdf

